We show that effective superconducting orders generally emerge at low energy in the superconducting state of graphene with conventionally defined pairing symmetry. We study a particular interesting example, the d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј spin singlet pairing state in graphene which can be generated by electronic correlation. We find that effectively the d + idЈ-wave state is a state with mixed s-wave and exotic p + ip-wave pairing orders at low energy. This remarkable property leads to distinctive superconducting gap functions and behavior of the Andreev conductance spectra through a normal/superconducting graphene structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a single layer of hexagonally coordinated carbon atoms which has recently been isolated. 1 Due to its special lattice structure, the low-energy part of its energy spectrum is characterized by particle-hole symmetric linear dispersions around the corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone ͑BZ͒. This band structure is responsible for many new properties of this "relativistic" condensed-matter system, such as an abnormal quantum Hall effect, 2-4 minimum conductivity, 4, 5 and possibly even an experimental realization of the Klein paradox. 6 Recently, a concept called specular Andreev reflection was proposed for a normal/superconducting ͑N/S͒ graphene interface in the context of a conventional s-wave pairing superconducting state. 7 Later, an unusual oscillation of the quantum conductance through an N/I/S junction was predicted. 8, 9 The possible superconducting pairing orders in the strong correlation scenario have also been studied using the well-known resonant-valence-bond ͑RVB͒ pairing picture, which is widely adopted in layered systems with strong correlation effects. In Ref. 10 , by including strong electronic correlations, the mean-field search shows that d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј -wave pairing symmetry is favored, similar to the superconducting state in the triangular lattice which is believed to be of d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј symmetry. 11, 12 In Ref. 13 , an exotic p + ip-wave ͑essentially extended s-wave pairing with conventional nomenclature, see below͒ superconductor with spin singlet bond pairing was suggested at the mean-field level and possible phonon-or plasma-mediated mechanisms were discussed. On the other hand, experimentally, superconducting states in graphene have been realized by proximity effect [14] [15] [16] through contact with superconducting electrodes. The peculiar physics in graphene is the unusual linear and isotropic dispersion of the low-energy excitations around the Dirac points. In this paper, we show that because of the existence of the Dirac points, conventionally defined pairing order parameters can lead to the emergence of exotic pairing states in the low-energy effective description. The p + ip superconducting order of Ref. 13 is precisely such an example as an effective low-energy superconducting order, arising in that case from a more conventional extended s-wave pairing.
Here, we focus on another particularly interesting superconducting state in graphene, the d x 2 −y 2 + id xy spin singlet pairing superconducting state, which can be generated by electronic correlation. 10 We find that the d + idЈ-wave state is effectively a mixed s-wave and exotic p + ip-wave pairing states at low energy. The mixture of both s-wave and p + ip wave leads to unique properties of the excitation spectrum and Andreev conductance spectra. The excitation spectrum is gapless at half-filling and is gapped away from half filling. The gap is equal to the chemical potential near half filling, and it saturates as the chemical potential is moved above the energy scale set by pairing strength. The normalized Andreev conductance in the limit of zero-bias voltage is a smooth function of the chemical potential, which starts from 2 at half filling and drops smoothly to 4 / 3 at large doping, unlike that in the s-wave pairing states where it almost remains at a constant value, 4/3 ͓see Fig. 3͑c͔͒ . This is a signature of d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј pairing in graphene.
II. GENERAL PAIRING SYMMETRY AND EMERGENT PAIRING SYMMETRY AT LOW ENERGY IN GRAPHENE

A. General pairing symmetry
Although the crystal point group of graphene is D 6h , the pairing symmetry of the superconducting orders in a twodimensional graphene sheet is governed by D 6 , which includes four one-dimensional irreducible representations, A 1,2 and B 1,2 , and two two-dimensional irreducible representations, E 1,2 . Among these representations, the A 1 , E 1 , and E 2 representations describe s-wave, p-wave and d-wave pairing symmetries, respectively. Therefore, the spin singlet s-wave and d-wave pairings are described by the A 1 and E 2 irreducible representations. We can understand the pairing symmetry further by considering the exchange symmetry between the A and B sublattices. The D 6 group is a direct product of its two subgroups C 3v and Z 2 , i.e., D 6 = C 3v Z 2 , where Z 2 describes the exchange operations between the A and B sublattices. The A 1 and E 2 representations of D 6 are symmetric under exchange of the A and B sublattices, while the E 1 representation is antisymmetric.
B. Emergent pairing symmetry at low energy
At low energy, the effective physics in graphene can be described by a relativistic dispersion near the wave vectors
͒ ͑hereafter subscript Ϯ always denotes the valley index͒. In the superconducting state of graphene, we also have to consider the superconducting orders near these vectors at low energy, which leads to the effective superconducting orders. In particular, when the pairing is between two sublattices, the effective superconducting orders can have new pairing symmetry around the Dirac cones. To see this, consider a translationally invariant superconducting order defined on the links of the nearest-neighbor sites between the A and B sublattices. In real space, this pairing order is described by three independent values Fig. 1 . In momentum space, the superconducting order is given by
At low energy, near the Dirac cones, the effective superconducting order is given by ⌬ Ϯ ͑q ជ͒ = ⌬͑K ជ Ϯ + q ជ͒. Given a small q ជ, we have
Let us consider two specific cases. The first case is extended s-wave pairing. In this case,
The first term on the right side of Eq. ͑2͒ vanishes and it is easy to show that ⌬ Ϯ s ͑q ជ͒ =− 3 2 ⌬͑Ϯq y + iq x ͒, which becomes a p-wave-like pairing order. Therefore, the extended s-wave pairing order in graphene at low energy is described by two p + ip pairing orders that are connected with each other by time-reversal symmetry. This case has been studied in Ref. 13 . The second case is d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј wave pairing on which this paper is focused. In this case,
The effective superconducting orders for small q ជ in Eq. ͑2͒ become
The first equation, ⌬ + d ͑q ជ͒, corresponds to s-wave pairing, and the second, ⌬ − d ͑q ជ͒, to p + ip-wave pairing. Therefore, at low energy, the d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј wave pairing state in graphene is a superconducting state with mixed s and p + ip pairing orders.
III. LATTICE MODEL AND THE QUASIPARTICLE SPECTRUM IN MEAN FIELD DESCRIPTION
The graphene system is composed of two sublattices which are labeled as A and B, as shown in Fig. 1 . If the superconducting pairing is between two sublattices, the pairing Hamiltonian can be written at the mean-field level as follows: 10, 17 
where the index i sums over sites on the A sublattice. A i † and B j † are creation operators for two sublattices and = ↑ , ↓ are spin indices. The first term describes free band where t ϳ 2.8 eV is the nearest-neighbor hopping constant. In the pairing term, ⌬ ␦ ជ a is the spin singlet bond pairing order parameter, which has d + idЈ symmetry under the point group D 6 , i.e., ⌬ ␦ ជ a = ⌬e 2ia/3 , where ⌬ is the pairing strength. The phase of the order-parameter winds by 4 around each hexagonal plaquette ͑shown in Fig. 1͒ . This ansatz preserves the rotational and translational symmetries of the original lattice but breaks time-reversal symmetry ͑TRS͒ manifestly. The chemical potential can be tuned by the gate voltage.
In momentum space, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian in
where the function f͑k ជ ͒ is defined by f͑k ជ ͒ =−t͚ a e ik ជ ·␦ ជ a and ⌬͑k ជ ͒ is defined by Eq. ͑1͒.
The elementary excitation spectrum of mean Hamiltonian ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ can be obtained through Bogoliubov diagonalization as 
where we defined g Ϯ = ͉⌬͑Ϯk͉͒ and the free band energy ⑀ k
It is well known that the low-energy part of ⑀ k has a form of Dirac cones centered around the hexagonal corners of the BZ. Only two types of these cones are inequivalent and the low-energy physics is usually described by the degenerate double-Diraccone structure, which is also called valley isospins in literature.
In Eq. ͑5͒, the superconductivity pairing order parameter mixes A sublattice component of spin-up states in one valley to the B sublattice component of spin-down states in the other valley. This is reflected in the off-diagonal structure of the pairing elements in Eq. ͑5͒, which will be discussed later.
In our scheme, six corners of BZ are coordinated as ͑0, Ϯ 4 / 3 ͱ 3͒ and ͑Ϯ2 / 3, Ϯ 2 / 3 ͱ 3͒. It can be easily check that ⑀ k vanishes on all these points. Furthermore, g + is zero in three of these corners ͑one valley͒, and g − vanish at other three ͑another valley͒ corners. It can be seen from Eq. ͑6͒ that the properties of ⑀ k and g Ϯ functions ensure gapless excitation at half filling ͑ =0͒ for any pairing strength. From Eq. ͑6͒, we can obtain the minimum of the excitation energy, which we will call the energy gap E gap throughout this paper. It can be shown rigorously that for Ӷ⌬ and E gap = . In Fig. 2 we plot the gap as a function of chemical potential. E gap is linear in the Ӷ⌬ ͑low doping͒ region and saturates to a constant E gap sat for ӷ⌬. This unique dependence of the energy gap on the chemical potential in the d + idЈ superconducting state stems from the mixture of the s wave and the p + ip wave components. The p + ip-wave component dominates at low doping; thus, the gap depends linearly on the chemical potential, similar to the gap behavior reported in Ref. 13 ͑where the gap is proportional to ⌬, which is quantitatively different from our case͒. On the other hand, the s-wave component dominates in the high doping region, the gap saturates above the s-wave superconducting order-parameter strength. The evolution of gap function clearly reflects the mixed pairing structure, which is a fascinating feature of the concept of effective pairing order here.
IV. LINEARIZED FORM
At low energy, we can linearize the mean-field Hamiltonian ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ near the two inequivalent BZ corners
where we introduced a valley dependent function f Ϯ and the velocity of the Dirac particles is denoted to be v = 3t 2 . Note hereafter k x , k y always refer to the relative vectors measured from K Ϯ . By substituting Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑7͒ into Eq. ͑5͒, we obtain
͑8͒
where x,y refer to the Pauli matrices. The linearized pairing matrices ⌬ Ϯ ͑k ជ ͒ for the "Ϯ" valleys take the form
and ⌬ − ͑k ជ ͒ = ⌬ + ͑−k ជ ͒ T . In Eq. ͑8͒, H Ϯ ͑k ជ ͒ refer to the pairing Hamiltonian between one state with wave vector k ជ belonging to Ϯ valley and another state with wave vector k ជ belonging to ϯ valley. It can be easily checked that the valleydependent Hamiltonian H + ͑k ជ ͒ and H − ͑−k ជ ͒ transform into each other under lattice inversion, A k ជ B −k ជ. Here we note that the d + idЈ pairing ansatz break TRS but preserves inversion symmetry so that the valley degeneracy is unbroken.
The diagonal part of Eq. ͑8͒ is different from the familiar form used in the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes ͑DBDG͒ equation 7 only by one step, i.e., a unitary transformation e i/4 z . One notable difference between Eq. ͑8͒ and the correspondent form in those DBDG theories is that the pairing matrix ⌬ is off-diagonal in our case, describing intersublattice pairing, while in the previous studies the assumed pairing matrix is diagonal and describe intrasublattice pairing.
In Eq. ͑9͒, the mixed pairing order of s wave and p + ip wave is manifestly shown. Such mixed nature of pairing or- der is absent in both conventional s-wave DBDG theories 7 and RVB-like extended s-wave theory. 13 In Sec V, we will show that due to this mixed order, the Andreev conductance spectra will show some qualitative deviation to those cases with pure pairing order.
V. ANDREEV CONDUCTANCE THROUGH S/N JUNCTION
In the following, we show that the mixture of the s wave and p + ip wave in the d + idЈ superconducting state of graphene results in a distinctive signature in the Andreev conductance spectra. Consider a S/N graphene junction with the x Ͻ 0 region being the graphene d + idЈ superconductor and the x Ͼ 0 region being the normal state of graphene. We assume that the electrostatic potential on the S side is lower than that on the N side by a value U 0 Ͼ 0, which can be fixed through the gate voltage or by doping. A large U 0 implies a heavily doped superconductor. Due to the spin and valley degeneracy, we can restrict the incident state from N side to be spin up and from valley + and multiply the conductance by 4 at the end.
Under certain voltage bias V, we expect the incidence of a particle excitation with energy = eV from the x Ͼ 0 side onto the junction at x = 0. The general form of the incident wave function is where k x Ј is determined by vkЈ = ͉ − E F ͉; it is negative for Ͻ E F ͑retroreflection͒ and positive for ϾE F ͑specular reflection͒. 7 It can also be imaginary if vk y Ͼ ͉ − E F ͉ and the corresponding hole state is an evanescent state near the boundary. ⌽ e and ⌽ h are four-component spinor eigenstates of Eq. ͑8͒ on N side ͑for which ⌬ =0͒ corresponding to electron and hole excitations, respectively.
On the S side, we diagonalize Eq. ͑8͒ and obtain the Bogoliubov quasiparticle states. The general form of the quasiparticle states on the S side is denoted by ⌽ s , k y ͒ is called electronlike ͑holelike͒ if the summation of the square of absolute values of the first two components is larger ͑lesser͒ than that of the last two components. For each and k y , we can obtain four quasi-particle states. Two quasiparticle states are picked out among four. The chosen states satisfy one of the following three conditions: ͑1͒ k x s is real and positive and ⌽ s ͑k x s , k y ͒ is holelike, ͑2͒ k x s is real and negative and ⌽ s ͑k x s , k y ͒ is electronlike, and ͑3͒ k x s is complex and the imaginary part is negative. The last case corresponds to evanescent states near the interface. By matching the wave functions of both sides at the interface x = 0, we can obtain the reflection coefficients r and r A for states ⌿ r e and ⌿ r h , respectively. The quantum conductance through the S/N junction can be calculated using the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk formula,
where
͒ is the incident angle and G 0 = Fig. 2 .
For E F Ͼ E gap sat , G / G 0 monotonically decreases in the region eV Ͻ⌬ and saturates to a constant value quickly as eV Ͼ⌬. The saturation value slightly decreases with E f . For E f Ͻ E gap sat , the line shape is similar to the s-wave case, except that the unbiased conductance is nearly 2 instead of 4 3 . It is noteworthy that G / G 0 is always zero at the point E f = eV in Fig. 3͑b͒ since there is no Andreev hole reflected back at this point for any angle of incidence.
The most remarkable difference between the G / G 0 − eV curves for the conventional s-wave case 7 and the d + idЈ wave case in this paper is the value of the unbiased conductance, i.e., and RVB-like extended s-wave 13 cases show little difference. For both cases the unbiased G / G 0 quickly converges to the value of 4/3. However, for the d + idЈ wave case considered here, G / G 0 decreases slowly from 2 and converges to 4/3 after U 0 Ͼ 10t, which is far beyond the single band edge.
The most fundamental difference between the d + idЈ pairing ansatz and other ansatz is that it breaks time-reversal symmetry and has an emergent mixed s-wave and p-wave pairing at low energy. In combination with gap function behavior discussed above, we conclude that the mixed pairing order plays an important role in determination of the superconducting properties of graphene. It would be interesting to mention that in a recent conductance measurement on a S/N/S structure, which is a realization of Andreev billiards, the Andreev conductance is always peaked at zero voltage bias. 15 This result is qualitatively consistent with our calculation and may shed new light on the superconducting pairing symmetry of the graphene.
VI. REALIZATION OF d + idЈ-WAVE SUPERCONDUCTING STATE IN GRAPHENE
It has been shown that the d + idЈ-wave superconducting state in graphene is a natural mean-field solution in the presence of strong electron correlation. 10 Actually, the honey-comb lattice is closely related to triangular lattice ͑with same lattice rotational symmetry͒, in which the superconducting state is believed to be of d Ϯ idЈ. 11, 12 Although the electron correlation in graphene is probably not strong enough to produce a d + idЈ superconducting by itself, it is possible to realize the d + idЈ superconducting state by including the proximity effect through a connection to another superconductor. So far all experimental reports on superconducting properties are obtained in graphene samples contacted with normal superconductor electrodes. 14, 15 The proximity effect must play an essential role on realizing superconductivity on graphene. However, the actual pairing ͑nonuniform in realistic cases͒ form may also be influenced by electron correlation. Due to the presence of weak electron correlation effect, it is possible that even a s-wave superconductor may induce d + idЈ order, as the conductance measurement 15 that we mentioned earlier indicates. Furthermore, we can envisage the possible realization of d + idЈ superconducting state by putting a d-wave cuprate superconductor on top of a graphene sheet ͑a systematic understanding of Andreev conductance in a closed related semiconductor/superconductor hybrid structure can be found in Ref. 19 and references therein͒. In the longwavelength description, the effect of lattice mismatch is irrelevant and d + idЈ-wave superconducting state may also be induced. The immediate consequence of the presence of the d + idЈ order is the spontaneous supercurrent along the interface. A self-consistent study of such proximity effect will be presented elsewhere.
VII. SUMMARY
In summary, we have shown that a combination of s-wave and p + ip-wave pairing order parameters emerges at low energy in the spin singlet nearest-neighbor resonant-valencebond pairing superconducting state of d x 2 −y 2 + id xy Ј symmetry in graphene. This mixture of s-wave and p + ip-wave results in ͑a͒ distinctive superconducting gap which changes linearly with chemical potential ͑dominated by p + ip-wave component, see Ref. 13͒ near Dirac energy and saturates at constant energy at larger chemical potential ͑dominated by conventional s-wave component͒ and ͑b͒ behavior of the Andreev conductance spectra, which differs qualitatively from the Andreev conductance spectra obtained with a purely s-wave pairing as well as p + ip-wave pairing superconducting state. FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ The normalized quantum conductance of a S/N graphene junction is shown in ͑a͒ with E f Ͼ E gap sat and ͑b͒ with E f Ͻ E gap sat for heavily doped superconductor ͑U = 0.1t , ϳ 280 meV͒. Also shown in ͑c͒ is the normalized conductance for zero-bias voltage for three kinds of pairing order parameters, i.e., conventional s wave, extended s wave ͑bond pairing͒, and d + idЈ wave ͑bond pairing͒.
